The interaction between Bacillus subtilis sigma-A (sigma A) factor and RNA polymerase with promoters.
The P2 promoter from Bacillus subtilis sigma-A (sigma A) operon and the strong phi 29 phage G3b promoter were used to study their interactions with free sigma A and with RNA polymerase holoenzymes (E sigma A and E sigma 70). No binding of free sigma A to the tested promoters was observed, suggesting that the B subtilis free sigma A does not bind promoter by itself for the initiation of RNA transcription. Different footprints of B subtilis RNA polymerase holoenzyme (E sigma A) on the P2 and G3b promoters were detected. The footprint on the P2 promoter is mainly in the -10 downstream region of the bottom strand (noncoding strand) DNA and limited on the top strand (coding strand), whereas the footprints on both strands of the G3b promoter are very clear. These results suggest that the footprint regions of RNA polymerase on a promoter and the strength of its binding to the promoter depend on the properties of the specific promoter DNA sequence. It also suggests that the -10 and its downstream regions are more important than the -35 region for the formation of the E sigma A-P2 promoter open complex. Footprints of B subtilis E sigma A and E coli E sigma 70 on the same G3b promoter are very similar on the top strand but different on the bottom strand, with the footprint being about 17 bases wider (-4 to +13) in the case of E coli E sigma 70. Since this region contains most of the bases involved in promoter DNA melting, we suggest that E coli and B subtilis RNA polymerases have different efficiency in forming the open complex with heterologous promoter DNA during initiation of transcription.